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Introduction : In 1992, LIBS was proposed as a
new method for stand-off detection of geological sam-
ples for use on landers and rovers to Mars [1] . Re-
cently, there has been increased interest in the tech-
nique for this and other space applications and studies
have determined some of the characteristics and capa-
bilities of the method under the conditions that these
measurements will have to be made [2-4] . In addition
to rocks and soils, there is interest in using LIBS to
analyze ices and dusts entrained in ice . This is espe-
cially true for missions to the Mars polar regions . Of
particular interest is determining the nature of polar
layered deposits, the geochemistry of polar surface
materials, detection of water ice and the distribution of

ice, and the presence of possible organics in these ma-
terials (via C/N ratios)

Background : Briefly, LIBS is a method of ele-
mental analysis that uses a powerful laser pulse fo-

cused on the target sample to generate a hot plasma.
Material in the plasma is vaporized/atomized and the
resulting atoms are excited to emit light . The plasma

light is collected, spectrally resolved and detected to
determine elements in the target . At stand-off dis-
tances of interest, 2-20 meters, the laser pulse can be

used to interrogate solid materials . The generation of a
useful laser plasma on liquids has not been demon-
strated at stand-off distances . In addition, because of

the reduced pressure on Mars (5-7 Torr), the genera-
tion of a free-standing plasma in the Mars atmosphere
is unlikely .

Experimental: The experimental step-up used
here is shown in Fig . 1 . The samples were maintained
in a chamber with 7 Torr CO2 to simulate the Martian

atmosphere . Ice samples were prepared by freezing
water or water/soil mixtures in a small aluminum con-
tainer (30 mm wide x 7 mm deep). This was accom-
plished by fixing the container to a copper rod that

protruded into the Mars chamber . The rod external to
the chamber was immersed in a dewar of liquid nitro-

gen to freeze the aqueous samples. The ice samples
produced in this way appeared opaque and frosty
rather than clear and so probably simulate the appear-
ance of ice to be found on Mars . After freezing, the
samples were rotated 90 degrees and positioned to in-
tercept the laser pulses that were directed into the
chamber horizontally . During the measurements, a
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Fig . 1 . Experimental set-up for measurements
reported here on ice and ice/dust mixtures .

constant flow of CO2 gas was maintained through the
chamber .

Laser pulses were from a Q-switched Nd :YAG la-
ser (1-10 Hz, 1064 nm) . The plasma light was col-
lected by a 50 mm-diameter quartz lens and focused on
the end of a fiber optic cable . The distal end of the
fiber was connected to an echelle spectrograph
Q/QX=2500) and detected using an intensified CCD
camera. The wide spectral coverage provided by the
echelle spectrograph permitted recording the entire
spectral region of interest for LIBS on each laser shot .

Results : Previous work has shown that a useful la-
ser plasma can be formed on soil at 19 in using only 35
mJ of energy [2] . In the case of water ice, which is
much more transparent at 1064 nm, greater energies
are required and stand-off distances must be reduced
for LIBS . In these experiments, using 100 mJ, it was
possible generate a laser plasma at a distance of 2 me-
ters on the ice . At greater distances, useful spectra
were not obtained with the echelle spectrograph, which
requires greater incident light intensity .

Main spectral features . The LIBS spectrum of
pure water ice is relatively simple compared to the
spectrum from a complex sample such as soil . The
main features observed were : OH (306 .4 nm); H
(656 .2, 486 .1, 432 .1 nm) ; C (247 .8 nm) ; 0 (@725 .4,
777 .4 nm) . The carbon signal was due to the 7 Torr
pressure of CO2 in the chamber. The OH feature at
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Fig . 2 . Detection of ice using the OH bandhead at 306 .4
nm .

306.4 nm was found to be specific for the presence
of water. This feature, shown in Fig . 2, was not
observed from plastics and other organic materials
interrogated that contained H, C, and O .

Ice/soil mixtures. A LIBS spectrum of 10% soil in
ice by wt . is shown in Fig . 3 . The strong features due
to H, 0, and C are clearly evident in this complex
spectrum along with features due to the elements in
soil .

In addition to monitoring the presence of ice and
the composition of soil, there is interest in determining
the relative amounts of ice and soil in a m ix ture . This
is possible for ice containing small amounts of soil as
shown in Fig . 4 . Here , we have plo tted the ratio OH/Si
versus the percent soil in ice . Above 3% soil, the
method becomes relatively insensitive to changes in
the fraction of soil to ice .

Detection limits (DL) for various elements in soils
at stand-off distances in a Mars simulated atmosphere
were determined previously [2] . It is known from
prior work on terrestrial soils that the presence of water
can degrade detection limits . By depositing synthetic
soil simulants having different (ce rt ified) concentra-
tions of selected elements in water ice and recording
LIBS spectra, detection limits in the presence of ice
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Fig . 4 . Determination of the relative amount of
soil in ice using the OH/Si ratio .

were determined . This was accomplished by con-
structing calibration curves for each element and then
computing the detection using the formula DL=3s/m
(m = the slope of the linear calibration curve ; s= the
standard deviation of replicate measurements) . The
results are listed in Table 1 . For comparison, DL val-
ues obtained at 19 in with dry soil in a Mars atmos-
phere are also listed [2] . The differences are element
specific but in general somewhat greater DLs are ob-
tained with the soil in ice .

Table 1 . Detection limits (in ppm) for elements in soil in
water ice (10% soil in ice by wt .) and dry soil.
Element Ice/soil DL at 2 m Dry soil

Ba 192 21

Cu 24 43

Li 48 20

Mn 1023 ---

Sr 1 88 1 1 . 9
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Fig. 3 . LIBS spectrum of 10% soil in ice . The spectrum
is the average of 40 shots.




